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Interactive decision support methodology for near

real-time response to failure events in a water

distribution network

E. Nikoloudi, M. Romano, F. A. Memon and Z. Kapelan
ABSTRACT
The present study proposes a new interactive methodology and an interactive tool for the response

to water network failure events facilitating near real-time decision-making. The proposed

methodology considers (i) a structured yet flexible approach supporting and guiding the operator

throughout the entire response process to water network failure events, while allowing the operator

to have a final say; (ii) a novel interaction with the operator in near real time via the proposed tool

(e.g. allowing operators to propose different ‘what-if’ scenarios without being hydraulic experts); (iii)

the provision of automatically generated advice (e.g. optimal response solutions and assessed end-

impacts) – although optimal response solutions not identified in near real time yet and (iv) improved

impact assessment using realistic impact indicators that cover different aspects of the event – which

are consistently calculated for every proposed response solution (to facilitate easy comparison

between different response solutions). The new methodology was applied on a semi-real case study.

The results obtained demonstrated the potential of the new response methodology and its

application through the interactive tool to improve water utilities’ current practice. This was

accomplished through supporting/guiding operators in the identification of effective response

solutions with low end-impact on the consumers and low cost for the utility.

Key words | decision-support tool, event management, impact assessment, near real-time

response, water distribution network failure events
HIGHLIGHTS

• Novel structured overall response methodology supporting operators throughout the whole

response process.

• Improved impact assessment.

• Realistic selection of operational interventions (based on operational costs, the availability of

different types of interventions, etc.).

• Novel near real-time interaction with the control room operator (manual ‘what-if’ scenarios and

automatic optimal solutions).
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INTRODUCTION
The water industry in the UK and worldwide faces consider-

able challenges in making effective use of sensor and other

data that are collected in water distribution systems

(WDSs) in near real time (typically every 15–30 mins).

These data are still not used much in a water utility’s control

room, especially when it comes to identifying a suitable

strategy to respond to failure events in near real time, i.e.

events such as major pipe bursts, equipment failure or

water treatment work (WTW) shutdowns. Relevant aca-

demic work has not adequately addressed this challenge

mainly due to the focus on specific stages (i.e. isolation,

impact assessment or intervention) rather than the overall

response process. Furthermore, for an effective near real-

time response, there is still a need to develop: (1) improved

impact assessment methods that are based on realistic

metrics used in the water industry and that are also used

in a consistent manner to facilitate easy comparison

between different response solutions (i.e. a response inter-

vention or a set of interventions), (2) more realistic

selection of response interventions to be implemented (e.g.

based on operational costs, the availability of different

types of interventions, etc.) and (3) effective interaction

with the control room operators that takes into account

their expert judgement, preferences and experience.

In this study, a novel response methodology that aims to

fulfil the above needs is proposed. The new response meth-

odology is implemented via an interactive decision-support

tool entitled the Interactive Response Planning Tool

(IRPT). The IRPT is used to guide/support operators in iden-

tifying an effective response solution in near real time (i.e.

usually required up to 1 h after the event detection/localis-

ation). The main aim of this study is to show the potential

of the IRPT to improve utilities’ current practice by support-

ing/guiding operators in the identification of low end-impact

(i.e. the total impact after the implementation of the

response solution) and low-cost response solutions.

This paper is organised as follows. Firstly, background

information relevant for the present study is presented. Sub-

sequently, the new response methodology (including its

concept, details of the indicators used in the impact assess-

ment and information regarding the optimisation of the
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response interventions) is described. Later, results from a

semi-real case study are presented and discussed. Finally,

conclusions from the application of the new methodology

and of the interactive tool are drawn.
BACKGROUND

An ‘event’ is denoted here as any failure that has a negative

impact on a WDS’s performance in terms of the water uti-

lity’s temporary inability to deliver a regular service. An

efficient event management process in WDSs can be

divided into three principal stages: event detection, event

localisation and event response (Vamvakeridou-Lyroudia

et al. ; Romano et al. ; Jung et al. ; Kapelan

et al. ). The first two stages involve detecting and loca-

lising the event in the network and raising the relevant

alarm. The third stage is associated with the decisions

and actions required to reduce and, ultimately, eliminate

the negative impact of the event on the consumers (Jeong

et al. ; Bicik et al. ; Nayak & Turnquist ).

The first two stages have been researched extensively in

the literature (Bicik et al. ; Romano et al. ; Casillas

Ponce et al. ; Romano et al. ; Jung et al. ;

Okeya et al. ; Laucelli et al. ; Romano ;

Zhou et al. ). Hence, the focus of this paper is on the

event response stage.

The event response stage typically includes two sub-

stages, namely isolation and recovery (Vamvakeridou-Lyr-

oudia et al. , Mahmoud et al. ). The isolation sub-

stage aims to minimise the negative initial impact of an

event and prepare the affected part of the network for

follow-on repairs. This sub-stage has been thoroughly

studied in the past by several authors such as Jun & Loga-

nathan () and Giustolisi & Savic (). Hence, it is

not the subject of the present work. The recovery sub-

stage, on the other hand, involves impact assessment of

the event and selection of the best response solution. This

sub-stage is the focus of this study.

Several methods for event impact assessment, such as

Kapelan et al. (), Kao & Li (), Giustolisi et al.
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(), Bicik et al. () and Qi et al. (), have been pro-

posed in the literature. These methods are all based on

rather theoretical impact assessment metrics. This aspect

is, therefore, further investigated in this work by developing

and using a wider range of improved impact assessment

metrics that are based on real-life indicators used by water

utilities.

The selection of the best response solution to implement

is strongly dependent on the preceding steps of the event

management process. An effective event management pro-

cess should be based on an integrated methodology that

takes into account all the preceding stages. However, in

the literature, the recovery sub-stage has been approached

mainly through (1) proposing theoretical mitigating methods

for the minimisation of the consequences of a physical

attack (e.g. Jeong et al. ; Jeong & Abraham ;

Turner et al. ) and (2) proposing generic decision-sup-

port systems (DSSs). For example, Bicik et al. ()

proposed a general risk-based DSS methodology for sup-

porting operators in decision-making against a failure.

Vamvakeridou-Lyroudia et al. () proposed an integrated

Intervention Management Model, in the context of a general

DSS methodology for operational WDS management.

Finally, Mahmoud et al. () proposed an integrated meth-

odology for the near real-time response to pipe burst events

in WDSs. All these methods, however, are rather academic

in nature as they do not take into account the complexities

of real-world response problems. This aspect is accounted

for in this work by making use of the control room oper-

ators’ extensive knowledge and experience via their

interaction with the IRPT.

Paez et al. (), in their summary paper, presented

several methods for the response to WDS events after

an earthquake disaster (i.e. they considered real-life and

complex pipe network failures). Later, Zhang et al.

() proposed an optimisation-based framework to

maximise resilience of a WDS after a disaster-type event

(e.g. earthquake). However, both these studies identified

the optimum set of response interventions that includes

pipe repair or replacement only (i.e. without proposing

different types of response interventions). This limitation

is circumvented in this work by developing a method-

ology that utilises multiple intervention types (e.g.

rezoning, water injection) and that also enables
://iwaponline.com/jh/article-pdf/doi/10.2166/hydro.2020.101/818360/jh2020101.pdf
identifying the best time for their implementation in the

field in order to restore supply.
RESPONSE METHODOLOGY

Current practice response methodology

Different utilities deal with events in a different way and use

more or less structured approaches. This section briefly

describes a response methodology mainly based on ad hoc

response interventions that can be considered typical for

the UK water sector. In this methodology, the response inter-

ventions are largely based on the experience and expert

judgement of control room operators, despite various systems

being used by the operators to support their decisions.

The detection of an event in a water utility is nowadays

usually done in two possible ways: (a) through customer

calls (i.e. reporting no water/low pressure/discolouration,

etc.) and/or (b) through an automated detection system

(i.e. alarms generated based on flow and/or pressure data).

Once the detected event is confirmed and approximately

localised (e.g. roughly based on customer calls’ addresses

and/or using other semi-automated means), the utility typi-

cally mobilises some available water trucks, called

Alternative Supply Vehicles (ASVs). This is done as an

immediate restoration measure after an initial impact assess-

ment usually carried out manually and/or with limited

hydraulic model support. Here, an assessment involving

the calculation of the water volume required to be supplied

per hour (and hence the number of ASVs required per hour)

based on the affected district metered areas (DMAs) normal

water demand may also be carried out. At the same time, in

the control room, after further manual (e.g. by checking ser-

vice reservoirs’ levels using online systems) and/or hydraulic

model-supported initial impact assessment, operators

request isolation of the event. Isolation is then carried out

either as soon as possible (e.g. if the service reservoirs’

levels are quickly dropping or there is significant third-

party damage) or later in the day, depending on severity/

time of the event and other factors. There are also occasions

where the repair can be conducted without isolating the fail-

ure (i.e. under pressure). If isolation is required, the isolation

valves are usually identified manually – as the closest
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operable valves to the event. With some ASVs already on

site (or not), the control room operators then attempt to

identify the most suitable response solution (e.g. how

many more ASVs should be sent to the site, a suitable rezon-

ing plan, overland bypasses, etc.) to be implemented while

the repair is being carried out. Online map systems, offline

connectivity maps, calculation sheets and hydraulic

models can be used by the operators for this purpose.

Bearing in mind the above, it is worth stressing that

despite using hydraulic models for some of the aforemen-

tioned activities can be considered as common practice,

hydraulic analysis is not always carried out thoroughly due

to limitations in terms of the time that can be dedicated to

this activity, the skills required to run hydraulic simulations,

the ability to only test a few scenarios and the difficulty to

consistently assess their end-impact.
New response methodology

The concept

The new response methodology proposed in this paper con-

sists of the following main steps: Step (1) initial impact

assessment, Step (2) identification of the isolation plan,

Step (3) manual identification of a response solution pro-

posed by an operator, Step (4) automatic identification of

a response solution generated using optimisation and Step

(5) identification of the response solution to be implemented

in the field. Note that these five steps do not need to be

necessarily carried out in a sequential manner as presented

here.

The implementation of the new methodology within the

IRPT is conducted through the following three-stage routine

in each step: Stage (1) involves obtaining the operators’

inputs, Stage (2) involves carrying out hydraulic simulations

to assess the end-impact/cost for each solution and Stage (3)

involves visualising the calculated end-impact of each sol-

ution. The new response methodology’s steps are

described in more detail in the remainder of this section

and are also shown as a flowchart in Figure 1.

Step 1. Following the confirmation (i.e. detection and

localisation) of an event, an initial impact assessment is per-

formed assuming the ‘do nothing’ scenario. At this point, the
om http://iwaponline.com/jh/article-pdf/doi/10.2166/hydro.2020.101/818360/jh2020101.pdf
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operators are asked if isolation needs to take place or if it

can be carried out.

a. If yes, the operators create an event isolation plan in

Step 2.

b. If no, they move to Step 3 to propose a manual solution.

Step 2. For the identification of the isolation plan, the

best (i.e. closest to the event) set of valves is automatically

provided to the operators by the IRPT and the operators

are then asked if they are satisfied with this set (e.g. if the

identified valves can been localised and are operable). If

they are not satisfied, they ask the IRPT to automatically

provide the next best set of isolation valves. As soon as the

best set of isolation valves is selected, the operators input

into the IRPT the isolation duration and different potential

isolation start times. Then, the IRPT automatically calcu-

lates the end-impact of the different isolation start times,

and these are presented to the operators. In view of the cal-

culated end-impacts, the operators can then select a desired

start time of isolation. Once the isolation plan is finalised,

the operators are asked if they consider the resulting end-

impact low.

a. If yes, they proceed with the implementation of the ‘iso-

lation only’ final solution without applying any further

intervention. The operators then move to Step 6.

b. If no (or isolation is not possible), they then identify the

more comprehensive response solution as follows. The

operators are asked if they want the IRPT to automati-

cally generate an optimal solution.
i. If yes, they move to Step 4.

ii. If no, they proceed by proposing a manual solution

in Step 3.
Step 3. In this step, the operators are able to propose a

manual solution by interacting with the IRPT. Here, the

IRPT firstly enables the operators to input their desired

and available (e.g. accessible/operable rezoning valves)

intervention(s) and the start time of this (these) interven-

tion(s). It then provides decision support to the operators

by assessing and visualising the end-impact/cost of the pro-

posed manual solution. Then the operators are asked if they

are satisfied with the end-impact/cost of their proposed

manual solution.
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a. If yes, a final solution has been found and the operators

move to Step 6.

b. If no, the operators are allowed to propose alternative

manual solutions and compare their end-impact/cost by

moving to Step 5 or ask the IRPT to automatically gener-

ate an optimal solution in Step 4.

Step 4. Operators input into the IRPT all the desired and

available interventions, as well as a time range in which the

various interventions could start. Then, the optimisation

runs and optimal solutions are automatically generated

and assessed by the IRPT. Operators are then able to

select one (or more) optimal solution(s) on the Pareto

front (depending on whether or not the end-impact/cost is

low). Finally, they are asked if they wish to further modify

this (these) solution(s) manually.

a. If yes, they move to Step 5.

b. If no, a final solution has been found and they move to

Step 6.
://iwaponline.com/jh/article-pdf/doi/10.2166/hydro.2020.101/818360/jh2020101.pdf
Step 5. In this step, the operators are first asked if they

want to go back all the way to Step 1, with the modified

system state used as a starting point. This is done to account

for the fact that the situation may have changed in the mean-

time. If not, they can further modify a solution from Step 3

or Step 4, as well as proposing new solution. Here, the IRPT

enables operators to compare all of the identified solutions

consistently (i.e. consistent impact metrics) and with sup-

port of effective visualisations (e.g. multiple maps in a

single window) of the end-impacts and costs. All this enables

the operators to select the final solution they wish to

implement.

Step 6. Once the system operation is back to normal, the

operators identify the lessons learned.

In the IRPT, the hydraulic simulations are carried out by

using EPANET2 (Rossman ) and pressure-driven net-

work modelling based on methodology developed by Paez

et al. (). The demand-driven analysis conducted by

EPANET2 accurately estimates the nodal demands in
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normal operating conditions but not in the pressure-

deficient ones that occur during various system failures

(e.g. during a pipe burst or some equipment failure).

Hence, in this study, the original EPANET2 hydraulic

model is modified by using the approach proposed by

Paez et al. (). This method works by adding suitably

chosen dummy elements to the original EPANET2 model.

This creates the pressure-driven model that is able to simu-

late hydraulic conditions in the network under both

normal- and pressure-deficient conditions. Paez et al.’s

pressure-driven method has been selected here as it was

thoroughly tested, validated and demonstrated to work

effectively on real-sized networks producing accurate

hydraulic results (Paez et al. ). The use of this model pro-

vides additional computational burden for the calculation of

different impact indicators but then so does any other

pressure-driven method – this is simply the price to pay for

being able to simulate pressure-driven conditions in the

pipe network. Finally, note that the selection of a pressure-

driven model is not the focus of this study, i.e. any other

reliable and accurate pressure-driven model can be used

instead within the response methodology presented in this

paper.

The IRPT also links to the Quantum Geographic Infor-

mation System (QGIS) software to visualise the spatial

distribution of end-impact on a suitable map of the analysed

water system.

The key novelties of the new response methodology

proposed are as follows: (i) structured yet flexible approach

supporting and guiding the operator throughout the entire

response process (from detection and localisation of a fail-

ure event to the implementation of the identified response

solution in the field) while allowing the operator to have a

final say, (ii) novel interaction with the operator in near

real time (i.e. up to 1 h) via the IRPT (e.g. ‘what-if’ scen-

arios) without hydraulic expertise requirements, (iii)

provision of automatically generated advices (e.g. optimal

response interventions and assessed impacts) – although

the optimal response interventions are not yet provided

in near real time due to the long (e.g. several hours) optim-

isation time currently required (longer than the time

typically available in a control room for identifying a

response), (iv) improved impact assessment (based on rea-

listic impact indicators) that covers different aspects of the
om http://iwaponline.com/jh/article-pdf/doi/10.2166/hydro.2020.101/818360/jh2020101.pdf
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event – which are consistently calculated for every pro-

posed response intervention (to facilitate easy comparison

between different response solutions) and (v) more realistic

selection of operational interventions (based on oper-

ational costs, the availability of different types of

interventions, etc.).

Impact assessment

The IRPT provides to operators the capability to automati-

cally assess the end-impact of a proposed solution (i.e. in

Stage 2 of each step of methodology) based on realistic

metrics. In the IRPT, a consistent framework for end-

impact assessment (i.e. same impact metrics calculated for

every proposed response solution) is implemented. This

facilitates the comparison of different response solutions

(in Step 5 of the methodology) and enables more informed

decision-making. Furthermore, the IRPT allows the oper-

ators to perform this comparison without the need for

them to be hydraulic model experts.

The impact indicators proposed in this paper have been

developed bearing in mind the UK water industry practice

as well as previous relevant literature (e.g. Bicik et al.

). Most of these indicators have not been used before

in this context (at least in the published literature). The fol-

lowing aspects of end-impact are considered here: water

supply interruption, low pressure impact and discolouration

risk increase (DRI) impact. More specifically, the following

indicators are used: (1) customer minutes lost (CML), (2)

average minutes low pressure (AMLP), (3) unaccounted

for water (UW) and (4) DRI. AMLP and UW are calculated

for different customer types, namely residential, industrial

and sensitive (i.e. schools and hospitals). The impact hor-

izon in the new response methodology is the period of

time for which the end-impact is assessed. It starts from

the detection/localisation time of an event and lasts until

the repair is completed (i.e. time period over which restor-

ation interventions can be implemented).

CML is defined as the mean duration customers are

without water supply (i.e. equivalent to pressure �3 m in

the main) in a given reporting year. CML is a real-life indi-

cator used in water utilities nowadays and is calculated for

every discrete pressure area (DPA; i.e. discrete areas

within a DMA). It is measured in minutes per customer
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(mins/cust). In this study, CML is found as follows:

CML [mins/cust] ¼
XCustSI × DurSI

Cust
(1)

where CustSI is the total number of customers in each DPA

affected by supply interruption at least during one time-step

(i.e. 15 mins) over the impact horizon; DurSI is defined as

the length of time for which properties are without a con-

tinuous supply of water in mins – only events with

duration �3 h are taken into account; Cust is the total con-

nected customers at year end (fixed number for each utility).

The AMLP indicator is defined as follows:

AMLP [mins/cust] ¼ CustLP × DurLP
Cust

(2)

where CustLP is the total number of customers affected by

low pressure (i.e. minimum_pressure< pressure< requir-

ed_pressure, where minimum_pressure is usually

considered in UK utilities as equal to 3 m and required_pres-

sure as equal to 15 m) at least during one time-step (i.e.

15 mins) over the impact horizon; DurLP is the average

low pressure impact duration over the impact horizon in

mins; Cust is the total number of connected customers at

year end (fixed number for each utility).

The UW indicator is calculated as follows (Bicik et al.

):

UW [m3] ¼ 900
1000

×
XT
t¼1

XN
i¼1

×
(Di,req(t)�Di(t)) × Custi

Custi,count
if Pi(t)< Preq

0 otherwise

8<
: (3)

where T is the impact horizon (h), t is the simulation time

(with assumed time-step of 15 mins¼ 900 s), Di,req(t) is the

requested demand at node i and time t in l/s, Di(t) is the

delivered demand at node i and time t in l/s, Custi,count is

the number of customers supplied from demand node i.

Note that the requested water demand may be undelivered

due to either complete interruption or low pressure (i.e.

pressure< required_pressure).
://iwaponline.com/jh/article-pdf/doi/10.2166/hydro.2020.101/818360/jh2020101.pdf
The DRI is estimated based on a combination of the

methods found in Beuken et al. () and Bicik et al. ().

Beuken et al. () suggest to calculate discolouration risk

based on minimum and maximum velocities and maximum

flow rates. Here, the minimum and maximum flow velocities

in an average demand day are calculated with a hydraulic

model for each pipe. The same model is used to estimate the

largest flow rate for each pipe under the same demand con-

ditions. Then, a score is assigned to each pipe for each

discolouration risk type (i.e. based on velocities and on flow

rates). Hence, a score of 1means low, a score of 2means mod-

erate and a score of 3 means high discolouration risk. The

discolouration risk for every pipe is calculated as the sum of

the scores based on both velocity and flow rate. The resulting

discolouration risk scores are grouped in five severity cat-

egories (Beuken et al. ), i.e. ‘VERY LOW’ with a total

score of 2, ‘LOW’ with a total score of 3, ‘MODERATE’ with

a total score of 4, ‘HIGH’ with a total score of 5 and ‘VERY

HIGH’ with a total score of 6.

Once the discolouration risk score for every pipe has been

found, the DRI for every pipe can be calculated as the differ-

ence between the discolouration risk score under ‘failure’

and normal conditions. The ‘failure’ condition is defined

here as the WDS condition after the occurrence of the event

and/or the implementation of the intervention(s). The DRI is

then ranked based on the total score increase, i.e. ‘NO RISK’

with a total score increase equal to 0, ‘LOW INCREASE’

with a total score increase equal to 1, ‘MODERATE

INCREASE’ with a total score increase equal to 2 or 3 and

‘HIGH INCREASE’ with a total score increase equal to 4.

Following the calculation of the DRI for every pipe in

the network, the number of pipes with at least ‘LOW

INCREASE’ (i.e. with total score increase equal to 1 or

higher) is used to estimate the DRI (based on a modification

from the equation in Bicik et al. ):

DiscRiskIncrease¼ countNp

1

×
Disc j,failure �Disc j,norm � 1 if Disc j,failure >Discj,norm

0 otherwise

� �

(4)

where Np is the number of pipes in the network and Discj,

norm and Discj,failure are the total discolouration risk of

pipe j under normal and failure conditions, respectively.
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Interventions optimisation

The IRPT provides to operators the capability to automati-

cally identify a number of optimal solutions (i.e. in Step 4

of the methodology) by solving a two-objective optimisation

problem. The two objectives are the minimisation of total

end-impact (of a response solution) and the minimisation

of the total cost associated with this solution.

The total (i.e. aggregated) end-impact is estimated by

normalising and then adding up the values of the individual

impact indicators defined in the previous section. Before

aggregating, the normalised indicators are multiplied with

specified weights based on the priority/preferences of the

operators as follows:

Total impact ¼
X4
i¼1

(wi fi) (5)

where i is the index of each impact indicator with i ε [1, 4]; fi
is the normalised impact indicator i and wi is the weight of

impact indicator i with
P

wi ¼ 1:

The impact indicators are normalised in the range [0, 1]

as follows:

xnew ¼ x� xmin

xmax � xmin
(6)

where xnew is the normalised impact indicator value; x is the

non-normalised impact indicator value; xmin is the minimum

impact indicator value and xmax is the maximum impact

indicator value.

The second objective function is the total cost of the

selected response solution, calculated as follows:

Total cost ¼ crezdrezNrez þ cASVhASV (7)

where crez is the cost (£) per hour of manipulating (i.e. open-

ing or closing) a single rezoning valve; drez is the time it

takes to open and close a single rezoning valve (in h); Nrez

is the number of rezoning valves to open/close in the

specific response solution; cASV is the cost (£) per hour of

ASV injection and hASV is the total time of ASV injection

(i.e. hours of injection from all the ASVs sent to site). The
om http://iwaponline.com/jh/article-pdf/doi/10.2166/hydro.2020.101/818360/jh2020101.pdf
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above hourly costs (i.e. crez, cASV) can be calculated from

the total employee rechargeable (i.e. equal to the inflated

value of the average employee costs) divided by the

number of working days per annum. It is stressed that the

cost function presented here does not aim to calculate the

precise cost of a specific solution. It mainly aims to point

out the cost difference between different solutions and to

identify those solutions that reduce significantly the end-

impact with least increase in cost, as these solutions are

likely to be selected by the decision-makers.

The decision variables of the optimisation problem are

(1) the operational interventions used and (2) the start

times of their implementation. The operational interven-

tions considered in this methodology are (1) rezoning by

valve manipulations (i.e. opening of initially closed bound-

ary valves), (2) water injection at different network

locations and (3) combination of these. Water injection,

which is a novel type of intervention considered in this

study, is carried out through the ASVs. In this study, an

ASV is modelled as a tank linked to the injection point

through a pump (to manage the pressure pumped into the

network) and a valve (to allow water flow from the tank

to the system). Usually, utilities dispatch three ASVs of

30 m3 to every injection point in order to guarantee continu-

ous supply to the affected node/customers. In this study, to

simplify the coding required in the IRPT, one artificial ASV

with volume equal to 90 m3 (i.e. 3 × 30 m3) is modelled at

each injection point.

It is important to highlight here that apart from the type

of interventions, the start time of each intervention is a

decision variable too. Likewise, it is important to stress

that rezoning is assumed to last until the repair is complete

(i.e. as in utility’s general practice) and, hence, its duration is

not considered as a decision variable. ASV injection, on the

other hand, is carried out until the tank (modelled at each

injection point, see above) gets empty. This may happen

before the repair is complete, depending on the water

demand (under normal conditions) of the affected area.

In view of the above, each identified optimal solution

takes the form of an action plan, as it was also done in

Sophocleous et al. (). The Non-Dominated Sorting Gen-

etic Algorithm II or NSGA II (Deb et al. ) is used in this

paper to solve the optimisation problem. This method has

already been proved to be appropriate for solving a similar
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optimisation problem (Mahmoud et al. ). The mathemat-

ical description of the present multi-objective problem, as

well as the optimisation constraints considered in this

study, can be found in the Supplementary Material.

It is stressed here that optimising for minimum end-

impact and cost has multiple benefits for a utility. The most

important benefit is reducing the impact on the customers

which can be costly in many ways (financially but also in

terms of reputation, etc.). A couple of other examples related

to costs include: (1) operational savings in the long term as

many events may occur each year – although the cost of a

single response solution may be small (e.g. hundreds of

pounds) and (2) less time spent on site for opening valves or

injecting water – this could benefit utilities in terms of more

efficient scheduling of the technicians’ activities.
CASE STUDY

The present case study aims to illustrate the benefit of a

response solution identified through interaction with the

IRPT (hereafter referred to as the ‘New methodology

response’) by comparing it to a response solution based on

utilities’ current practice (hereafter referred to as the ‘Current

practice response’). For this purpose, a semi-real case study

(described hereunder) was considered. Then, the IRPT’s

steps are implemented for the case study’s event in order to

identify the ‘Newmethodology response’. The ‘Newmethod-

ology response’ is ultimately compared with the ‘Current

practice response’, in order to demonstrate the benefit result-

ing from the operator’s interaction with the IRPT.

Description of the semi-real case study

The case study used here is based on the following real

system and event. On Saturday 2nd November 2019 at

14:00, a WTW that serves approximately 100,000 customers

located in the North West of England shut down following

observation of high turbidity levels. This event was due to

a burst on a main within the WTW. The shutdown resulted

in intermittent supply and low pressure to some customers.

The WTW remained shut until the quality of the water leav-

ing the WTW could be assured to meet the required

standards. The utility mobilised ASVs to the area and
://iwaponline.com/jh/article-pdf/doi/10.2166/hydro.2020.101/818360/jh2020101.pdf
implemented network changes (i.e. rezoning) in order to

minimise customer end-impact. Bottled water was delivered

directly to priority services and sensitive customers. The

repair was completed 24 h after the shutdown.

In the IRPT, the shutdown is modelled by closing the

pipe downstream the service reservoir directly fed by the

WTW (the WTW feeds this service reservoir only), in

order to facilitate the hydraulic simulations. As far as the

actual utility’s response actions are concerned, a number

of simplifications and assumptions were made to simplify

the coding required in the IRPT. For example, ASV injection

at each point is carried out by using a single artificial ASV

(equivalent to the 3 × 30 m3 ASVs usually sent to every injec-

tion point). However, in reality ASVs supplied water

intermittently at some injection points (i.e. started at differ-

ent times during the event and did not inject water

consecutively) and with more than three ASVs used in

some cases. Additionally, the rezoning valves considered

in the IRPT’s simulations do not necessarily coincide with

the rezoning valves actually used by the utility during the

event. This is due to the fact that the hydraulic model used

did not precisely reflect the real valves’ layout. Finally, the

actual start times of the interventions have been rounded

to the next hour (e.g. if an intervention started at 19:30 in

real-life, then in the IRPT it assumed to start at 20:00).

Because of all of the above, we refer to the case study

under scrutiny as ‘semi-real’ (i.e. based on a real system

and event, but with several simplifications and assump-

tions). Bearing in mind the typical response strategy

described earlier, we refer to the response actions shown

in Table 1 as the ‘Current practice response’ although they

only approximate (i.e. in terms of total end-impact, start

time of impact, affected areas, etc.) the actual real-life

response. This said, it is also important to stress here that

many factors may have influenced the actual response

actions taken by the utility. These factors have not been

accounted for in this study and, hence, the term ‘Current

practice response’ should be construed accordingly.

New methodology response

In this section, the identification of the response solution

through the IRPT’s steps is presented. It is worth stressing at

this point that Step 2 of the IRPT methodology is not applied



Table 1 | Semi-real case study’s event timeline and ‘Current practice response’

interventions

Saturday Nov 2nd 2019

14:00 WTW shut down

20:00 ASV injection in DMA 009 (one injection point)

21:00 ASV injection in DMA 004 (one injection point)

22:00 ASV injection in DMA 010 (one injection point)

Sunday Nov 3rd 2019

00:00 Rezoning from DMA 001 to DMA 005
(five rezoning valves)

00:00 Rezoning from DMA 005 to DMA 006
(five rezoning valves)

01:00 ASV injection in DMA 007 (two injection points)

09:00 ASV injection in DMA 003 (one injection point)

09:00 Rezoning from DMA 003 to DMA 008
(two rezoning valves)

14:00 Repair is completed

Figure 2 | (a) Location of the considered service reservoir (fed by the WTW), simulated closed

available interventions (i.e. rezoning valves and ASV injection points).
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here because the event is considered to be the shutdown (i.e.

not the burst). Hence, in this case, operators do not need to

ask the support of the IRPT for the identification of the best iso-

lation start time and of the best isolation valves to close.
Initial impact assessment (methodology Step 1)

The first step of the methodology is to apply the initial

impact assessment. Here, operators aim at assessing the

initial end-impact over the impact horizon (i.e. until the

repair is completed). Therefore, for the purposes of this

work, they input into the IRPT the repair completion time

as 24 h. This is because, despite the fact that the completion

time can only roughly be estimated before the actual repair

commences, 24 h is considered to be a reasonable period

over which the repair of a major burst is likely to be carried

out. Figure 2(a) shows the location of the considered service
pipe P8703, schools, industrial users, hospital and DMAs; and (b) location of the selected



Figure 3 | Pressure vs. time of different DMAs for the ‘No response’ case.
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reservoir and the downstream pipe that was closed (i.e. pipe

P8703) for modelling the shutdown, as well as the location

of the industrial users, schools, hospital and the network

model’s DMAs (each DMA represented with different

colouration).

The values of the four impact indicators, for the initial

condition of the system (denoted hereafter as ‘No

response’), are calculated in the IRPT. Considering that

the total number of customers registered in the utility is

equal to 3,293,080 (value obtained by the utility), Pmin is

equal to 3 m and Preq is equal to 15 m (as applied in

water utilities’ practice), then CML is equal to 4.0 mins/

cust, AMLP is equal to 3.6 mins/cust, UW is equal to

3,330 m3 and DRI is equal to 14 pipes (out of the 8,950

pipes in this section of network). This results in a total

initial end-impact as equal to 11.1%. The location of the

affected customers with supply interruption (SI) for more

than 3 h is shown in Figure 5(a) (with purple-gradient

colouration), in sets of 3 h (i.e. 3–6, 6–9, 9–12, >12 h).

The above impact values (computed over the 24-h impact

horizon) highlight the significance of this event that

affected a wide area comprising different DMAs. The

affected area also includes two schools and one industrial

node and the hospital (all purple-gradient coloured depend-

ing on the SI duration). However, the risk of discolouration

(or DRI) could be considered low (i.e. only 14 pipes are at

high risk).

Using the IRPT, operators are also able to check the

pressure over the impact horizon and, hence, get a view of

when the aforementioned affected customers start getting

end-impact. At the bottom of Figure 5(a), the pressure

graph for DMA 005 (selected as an example here because

the hospital is located in that DMA) is presented. It can be

noticed that DMA 005 (and, hence, the hospital too) starts

being affected approximately 5 h after the shutdown, if noth-

ing is done. The IRPT also provides the capability to

visualise the other aspects of the impact, such as the low

pressure duration at each node, the volume of undelivered

water at each node and the DRI at each pipe, as well as

for different DMAs, in a similar way as shown in Figure 5(a).

All this is a significant advantage over what done/available

as part of current practices. This step takes approximately

3 mins to be completed on the PC used in this study (Intel

processor, Core i5-6200U CPU at 2.30 GHz and 64-bit
://iwaponline.com/jh/article-pdf/doi/10.2166/hydro.2020.101/818360/jh2020101.pdf
Windows 7), i.e. as long as a single impact evaluation

takes for the present complex network.
Manually proposed solution (methodology Step 3)

For the purposes of this work, a fictional operator proposes

a realistic (i.e. that could have potentially be identified in the

utility’s control room) manual solution (denoted hereafter as

‘New response – manual’) in Step 3 of the methodology,

after having carried out the initial end-impact assessment.

The available interventions are shown in Figure 2(b). Look-

ing at the initial end-impact (in Figure 5(a)), the fictional

operator decides to inject water into the affected DMAs

003, 004, 010 and 007 and rezone-affected DMAs 005, 006

and 008 by opening all the available rezoning valves. This

is because the fictional operator wants to intervene into all

affected DMAs where available interventions exist. Then,

looking at the pressure graphs of the DMAs where ASV

injection is available (i.e. DMAs 003, 004, 010 and 007), pre-

sented in Figure 3 for the ‘No response’ scenario, he/she

decides to start injecting into these DMAs 5 h after the shut-

down (i.e. when the impact starts in the horizon). This is

because he/she wants to allow plenty of time to mobilise

the ASVs and also allow injection to start at 19:00 when a

peak in demand is expected. He/she finally decides to

rezone as soon as possible (here assuming 2 h after the shut-

down to allow plenty of time for technicians to get to site),

because rezoning for longer periods is expected to signifi-

cantly reduce end-impact without increasing cost (i.e.

rezoning duration does not affect cost, see Equation (7)).

Bearing in mind the above, it is worth stressing that the



Figure 4 | End-impact (%) vs. cost (£) of optimal (NSGA II) solutions, the ‘New response –

manual’ and the ‘No response’.
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IRPT supports operators with modelling different ‘what-if’

scenarios in an easy way. For example, the same fictional

operator could have also tried opening fewer valves to

rezone those DMAs just by modifying the information
Figure 5 | Customers affected with SI and pressure graph for the (a) ‘No response’; (b) ‘New

om http://iwaponline.com/jh/article-pdf/doi/10.2166/hydro.2020.101/818360/jh2020101.pdf
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he/she did input in one field of the IRPT’s graphical user

interface.

Assuming that crez is equal to £27, cASV is equal to £32

(both provided by the utility to make this manual solution

more realistic) and drez¼ 2 h (i.e. 1 h for technicians to

open one rezoning valve and another 1 h to close it), then

CML is equal to 1.2 mins/cust, AMLP equal to 1.7 mins/

cust, UW equal to 1,235 m3 and DRI is equal to 316 pipes

in the network. The total end-impact is equal to 4.5% and

the cost is equal to £813. The location of the affected custo-

mers with SI of more than 3 h and the pressure graph of

DMA 005 after applying the ‘New response – manual’ sol-

ution are shown in Figure 5(b). This step takes

approximately 3 mins to be completed on the PC used in

this study, i.e. as long as a single impact/cost evaluation of

one manual solution takes for the present complex network.
response – manual’ and (c) ‘New response – optimal’.
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Optimal solution (methodology Step 4)

After having assessed the end-impact/cost of their manu-

ally proposed solution in Step 3, the fictional operator

asks the support of the optimisation in Step 4. Details of

the assumptions/simplifications applied in the optimisation

carried out here are as follows: (1) each rezoning valve can

open at different times in the horizon in the range of 1 h

(i.e. the earliest time rezoning can usually start) and 23 h

(i.e. the latest time rezoning can start in the present 24-h

hydraulic simulation) after the shutdown, (2) injection at

each ASV point can start at a different time in the range

of 1 h (i.e. the earliest time injection can usually start)

and 23 h (i.e. the latest time rezoning can start in the pre-

sent 24-h hydraulic simulation) after the shutdown (the

time ranges in points 1 and 2 can be easily modified by

the operators) and (3) the operators decide to give priority

to reducing CML and UW as in utilities’ practice these

indicators are usually considered important. Despite its

importance, it was chosen not to give higher priority to

DRI in this optimisation problem, because minimisation

of the second objective (i.e. cost) is expected to substan-

tially reduce the risk of discolouration (due to

minimisation of the number of valve manipulations and

ASV injections). Based on the above, the following indi-

cator weights are used (see Equation (5)): wCML¼ 0.4,

wAMLP¼ 0.15, wUW¼ 0.3 and wDRI¼ 0.15. These are

indicative weight factors selected here to illustrate the

desired priority, but can be easily changed in the IRPT

by the decision-maker.

For the calculation of the total end-impact, the maxi-

mum values of the impact indicators (i.e. for

normalisation, see Equation (6)) are calculated as follows.

For the CML and AMLP, the total number of customers in

the section of network under scrutiny is equal to 46,545,

and the simulation duration is equal to 24 h¼ 1,440 mins.

The maximum value of UW is equal to the total volume of

water required to supply the whole section of network

under normal operation (equal to 175,530 m3). The maxi-

mum value of DRI is equal to the total number of pipes in

the section of network (equal to 8,750 pipes). Hence,

CMLmax¼ 20.35 mins/cust, AMLPmax¼ 20.35 mins/cust,

UWmax¼ 175,530 m3 and DRI¼ 8,750 pipes. The minimum

values of all impact indicators are equal to 0.
://iwaponline.com/jh/article-pdf/doi/10.2166/hydro.2020.101/818360/jh2020101.pdf
In the present optimisation problem, the number of

decision variables is equal to 36 (i.e. 18 time variables and

18 valve status manipulation variables). The population

size was set to 15 and the number of maximum generations

to 100 (although 45 generations were required for the identi-

fication of the final Pareto front). In Figure 4, the NSGA II

Pareto front of optimal solutions (i.e. black colour), the

‘New response – manual’ solution (blue colour) and the

‘No response’ case (i.e. yellow colour) are presented. The

present optimisation problem was completed in a couple

of days, i.e. not in real time. This is considered as a draw-

back of the present methodology, which is addressed here

by developing a heuristic-based optimisation methodology

(i.e. this will be presented in future work as the focus of

this paper is the new response methodology).
Identification of the final response plan (methodology
Step 5)

After the optimisation (Step 4 of the methodology) is com-

pleted, in Step 5, the fictional operator decides to compare

the identified optimal solutions with the ‘New response –

manual’ solution in order to identify the best response

plan. Here, for illustration reasons, he/she selects one sol-

ution from the Pareto front in order to compare it with the

‘New response – manual’ solution. The selected optimal sol-

ution (denoted hereafter as ‘New response – optimal’,

pointed with a black arrow in Figure 4) is a solution with sig-

nificantly reduced end-impact for a small cost increase

compared with the rest of the optimal solutions with less

cost and bigger impact (i.e. solutions found at the left side

of the selected one) on the Pareto front. Such a solution is

quite likely to be selected by a decision-maker.

The values of the impact indicators of the ‘New response

– optimal’ solution (as well as those of the ‘New response –

manual’ and ‘No response’) are shown in Table 2. As can

be seen from this table, the values of CML and UW are sig-

nificantly reduced in the ‘New response – optimal’

compared with the ‘No response’ case. This implies that

the considered weight factors were effective in this problem.

It is also observed that the ‘New response –manual’ solution

obtains smaller impact values for the CML, AMLP and UW

compared with the ‘New response – optimal’ solution. How-

ever, cost and DRI are significantly reduced in the ‘New



Table 2 | Total end-impact and cost of ‘No response’, ‘Current practice response’, ‘New response – manual’ and ‘New response – optimal’ (or ‘New methodology response’)

CML (mins/cust) AMLP (mins/cust) UW (m3) DRI (–) Cost (£) Total end-impact (%)

No response 4 3.6 3,330 14 0 11.1

Current practice response 2.1 2 1,825 273 894 6.5

New response – manual 1.2 1.7 1,235 316 813 4.5

New response – optimal (or New methodology response) 1.6 2 1,475 92 55 5
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response – optimal’ solution compared with the ‘New

response – manual’ solution due to the optimisation enfor-

cing cost minimisation. As expected, minimisation of cost

function has also reduced the number of rezoning valves

to open and the injection time, resulting in reduced disturb-

ance in pipe flows, and consequently reduced risk of

discolouration.

The ‘New response – optimal’ solution also suggests

only one intervention, i.e. opening one rezoning valve

which feeds DMA 005, starting 2 h after shutdown. No

injection from ASVs is suggested, which explains the mini-

mised cost (i.e. £55) of this solution. The significantly

reduced total end-impact of the ‘New response – optimal’

solution (i.e. 5%), compared with the 11.1% of ‘No

response’, is a consequence of starting the rezoning very

early in the simulation (although only one valve is

opened). It is also observed that the total end-impact of

the ‘New response – manual’ solution (i.e. 4.5%) is not sig-

nificantly lower than the total end-impact of the ‘New

response – optimal’ solution (i.e. 5%). However, the cost

of the ‘New response – optimal’ solution (i.e. £55) is much

lower than the cost of the ‘New response – manual’ solution

(i.e. £813).

Furthermore, Figure 5(c) shows that in the ‘New

response – optimal’ solution, the number of affected custo-

mers with SI has been reduced when compared with the

‘No response’. However, in the ‘New response –manual’ sol-

ution, the affected area is smaller than the affected area in

the ‘New response – optimal’ solution (e.g. DMA 011 is

not affected with CML when applying the ‘New response

– manual’ solution, but there is CML impact when applying

the ‘New response – optimal’ solution). In both solutions,

the hospital is not affected anymore (see also the pressure

graphs in Figure 5(b) and 5(c)) when compared with the

‘No response’ case. If applying the ‘New response –
om http://iwaponline.com/jh/article-pdf/doi/10.2166/hydro.2020.101/818360/jh2020101.pdf
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manual’ solution, the initially (i.e. ‘No response’) affected

schools (in DMAs 011 and 013) and the industrial node

(in DMA 011) are not affected anymore. However, in the

‘New response – optimal’ solution, the school in DMA 011

is still affected, although for fewer hours (i.e. between 3

and 6 h) compared with the ‘No response’ case. Through

Figure 5(b) and 5(c) operators are also informed that

DMA 007 still has high SI impact (i.e. almost the whole

DMA is affected with SI >12 h, although the total CML is

low) in both ‘New response – manual’ and ‘New response

– optimal’ solutions. It is reminded at this point that the

only available intervention in DMA 007 is injection from

two ASV points (see Figure 2(b)). Hence, the IRPT also

serves the purpose of informing the operators that they

should look into more available ASV points and/or avail-

able rezoning (e.g. from adjacent unaffected DMA 002) in

DMA 007.

At this point in time (i.e. in Step 5 of methodology),

based on the information obtained by using the IRPT, the

fictional operator has to make the following decision: (1)

apply the ‘New response – manual’ solution due to the

reduced CML, AMLP and UW when compared with the

‘No response’, (2) apply the ‘New response – optimal’ sol-

ution where CML, AMLP and UW are also reduced when

compared with the ‘No response’ (although higher than

those in the ‘New response – manual’ solution) but with

cost and DRI impact much lower than the cost and DRI

impact of the ‘New response – manual’ solution, (3) test/

assess a different manual solution (i.e. ‘what-if’ scenario)

and compare it with the other identified solutions or (4)

select a different optimal solution from the Pareto front in

Figure 4 and compare it with the other identified solutions.

For the purpose of this work, the different ‘what-if’ scenarios

and the different optimal solutions are discounted due to

space limitation. Hence, based on the results obtained, it is
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assumed that the fictional operator is more likely to select

the ‘New response – optimal’ solution because of the mini-

mum DRI (and small cost), as well as relatively low values

of all the other impact indicators. The ‘New response – opti-

mal’ solution is therefore considered to be the ‘New

methodology response’ in the remainder of this paper.

This step can be completed in a number of minutes in a

water utility control room, when a limited number of com-

parisons takes place. In this case study, operators carried

out a single comparison between the ‘New response –

manual’ and the ‘New response – optimal’; hence, it is

assumed that this step was completed in approximately

5 mins (as an example). From the above, it is shown that

the whole response methodology can be implemented

within 1 h, required for the near real-time response

decision-making.

Comparison between ‘Current practice response’ and

‘New methodology response’

In Table 2, CML, AMLP, UW, DRI, cost and total end-

impact calculated by the IRPT for the ‘Current practice

response’ described in Table 1 are shown. It can be noticed

that even though CML, AMLP and UW are reduced when

compared with the ‘No response’ scenario, the ‘New meth-

odology response’ (i.e. the ‘New response – optimal’

solution) offers further improvements. Indeed, the

‘New methodology response’ further reduced all impact

indicators (especially DRI and cost), except AMLP which

remained the same. The ‘New methodology response’ also

suggested fewer interventions to implement (i.e. opening of

only one rezoning valve compared with opening of 12

valves and injecting from 5 points in the ‘Current practice

response’), justifying the significant improvement in DRI

and cost.

In light of the above, it can be concluded that the ‘New

methodology response’ identified through interaction with

the IRPT outperforms the ‘Current practice response’.
CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a novel overall response methodology

that aims to support/guide water utility operators in
://iwaponline.com/jh/article-pdf/doi/10.2166/hydro.2020.101/818360/jh2020101.pdf
making better informed decisions regarding water network

failures. The new response methodology considers (1)

improved impact assessment methods (based on realistic

metrics used in the water industry), (2) consistent impact

assessment (i.e. impact metrics consistently calculated for

every response solution to facilitate easy comparison), (3)

provision of automatically generated advices (e.g. optimal

response interventions and assessed end-impacts), (4) more

realistic selection of operational interventions (based on

operational costs, the availability of different types of inter-

ventions, etc.) and (5) novel near real-time (i.e.

identification of a solution within 1 h after event detec-

tion/localisation) interaction with the control room

operator that takes into account their expert judgement/

experience (e.g. proposing ‘what-if’ scenarios) without

hydraulic model expertise requirements. The new method-

ology is implemented via an interactive decision-support

tool aiming to support operators in making better informed

decisions.

The application of the new methodology on a semi-real

case study showed that the tool enabled operators to identify

a more effective response solution (i.e. reduced end-impact

and cost) compared with the ‘Current practice response’.

This is because the tool allowed operators to compare

alternative response strategies (i.e. manually created by the

operator and automatically generated by the IRPT through

optimisation). This comparison was facilitated by the con-

sistent impact assessment (i.e. same metrics assessed for

each solution) used in the tool, as well as by the comprehen-

sible impact metrics (i.e. well-known metrics in utilities),

impact coverage (shown in maps) and cost of different sol-

utions (shown in graphs). Hence, this application showed

the potential of the IRPT to be used by utilities to make

better and more informed decisions. All the methodology’s

steps apart from the optimisation step can currently be con-

ducted in near real time (i.e. to identify a solution within 1 h

after event detection/localisation).

Future work on further improvement of the proposed

methodology and tool will focus on: (1) the improvement

of the DRI index (e.g. to take into account the flow direction

into the pipe network, as well as the pipe material), (2) the

improvement of ASV injection modelling (i.e. injection in

one point at different times in the day should be modelled)

and (3) the improvement of the optimisation methodology
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in order to identify optimum solutions faster (i.e. in near real

time). The latter point is of crucial importance to effectively

enable optimal solutions to be used in the near real-time

response framework presented in this paper.
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